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I.  Introduction and Summary of Grounds for Petition

Intervenors Beyond Nuclear, et al.  (hereinafter “Petitioners”), by and through counsel, 1

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.341(b), hereby petition the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(“NRC” or “Commission”) for review of LBP 14-07, “Partial Initial Decision (Ruling on

Contentions 8 and 15)” in the Fermi 3 COLA proceeding. The Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board (“ASLB”) ruled in favor of the Applicant, DTE Electric Company on May 23, 2014 on

Contention 15 and its subparts (A) and (B). Contention 15 challenged Quality Assurance (“QA”)

arrangements for the proposed nuclear power plant, both before submission of the COLA on

September 18, 2008, and afterwards.  

The scope of this Petition is restricted to Contention 15 and its subparts; Petitioners are

not appealing Contention 8, related to habitat and mitigation concerns of the Eastern Fox Snake.

In addition to Beyond Nuclear, the Intervenors-Petitioners include: Citizens for Alternatives to1

Chemical Contamination, Citizens Environment Alliance of Southwestern Ontario, Don’t Waste
Michigan, Sierra Club (Michigan Chapter), Keith Gunter, Edward McArdle, Henry Newnan, Derek
Coronado, Sandra Bihn, Harold L. Stokes, Michael J. Keegan, Richard Coronado, George Steinman,
Marilyn R. Timmer, Leonard Mandeville, Frank Mantei, Marcee Meyers, and Shirley Steinman.
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According to 10 C.F.R. § 2.341(b)(4), a petition for review may be granted in the discre-

tion of the Commission, giving due weight to the existence of a substantial question with respect

to certain enumerated considerations. Petitioners believe that the ASLB ruling on Contention 15

“is without governing precedent or is a departure from or contrary to established law;” that a

“substantial and important question of law, policy, or discretion has been raised;” that the

“conduct of the proceeding involved a prejudicial procedural error;” and that there are other

considerations arising from the decision which the Commission “may deem to be in the public

interest.”10 C.F.R. § 2.341(b)(4)(ii)-(v).  Petitioners submit that there is a substantial question

raised by them respecting each of these considerations.

The ASLB’s finding in favor of the Applicant raises the following important questions of

law, fact, and policy:  

First, the Licensing Board wrongly excluded a number of Petitioners’ exhibits from the

record for the nonevidentiary reason that they were filed in the docket one (1) day late. Most

were cited and relied on by Petitioners’ expert witness in his prefiled testimony.

Second, the parties all concurred that reasonable assurance, not perfection, is the correct

standard to be applied in this case, and that DTE’s burden was to show that the quality assurance

procedures it implemented for safety-related COLA activities provide reasonable assurance that

the plant, as built, can and will be operated without endangering the public health and safety. The

determination of “reasonable assurance” is fact-rich. In Petitioners’ estimation, the ASLB

ignored the greater weight of the evidence which proved misunderstanding of DTE’s role in

establishing and maintaining a quality assurance effort and revealed management intentions of

avoiding QA compliance, if possible. The ASLB correctly resolved the preliminary issue that
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from 2007 forward, DTE has been an “applicant,” hence responsible for QA throughout.  But the

Board reached a conclusion which failed to reconcile DTE’s abiding problem with retaining

responsibility for QA.  

Third, even if the Board properly concluded (LBP-14-07 at 38) that “Appendix B permits

DTE to delegate the work of establishing and executing the QA program” to the point that its

oversight is essentially nonexistent, the means by which that finding was reached was by de facto

granting an exemption or waiver of NRC regulations to DTE, which deprived the public of notice

and an opportunity to adjudicate the basis for such an unprecedented QA program model.

Therefore, LBP-14-07 warrants review under 10 C.F.R. § 2.341(b)(4)(ii)-(v), and reversal

as to the rulings excluding Petitioners’ evidentiary exhibits and finding that DTE has

demonstrated “reasonable assurance” that the state of quality assurance is such that the plant will

be built and operated safely .

II.  Factual and Procedural Background

A. The ASLB Erred to Petitioners’ Prejudice
By Excluding Certain Exhibits

On September 20, 2013, some five weeks before adjudication, the Board issued an Order

directing the NRC Staff and Petitioners to make technical corrections to their prefiled exhibits by

September 26, 2013. On September 26, 2013, Petitioners filed a motion for an extension of time

to file exhibits.On October 1, 2013, Petitioners filed a second motion for an extension of time. 

On October 3, 2013, the Board (1) granted both motions for extensions of time, (2)

established October 4, 2013 as the final submission deadline for Petitioners’ exhibits, stating

that “[n]o additional extensions will be granted,and (3) allowed the NRC Staff to submit

objections to Petitioners’ exhibits. Petitioners filed exhibits from October 4 through October 7
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(through Columbus Day weekend); specifically, Petitioners filed INTS 034, INTS 035, INTS 037

through INTS 049, and INTS 065 after the October 4 deadline.  On October 7, 2013, the NRC

Staff filed objections to several of Petitioners’ exhibits. Petitioners responded to the Staff’s

objections on October 18, 2013. On October 23, 2013, the Board excluded the late-filed exhibits

(INTS 034–035, 037–049, 064), “unless the Board determines during the evidentiary hearing that

their admission is essential to permit the Board to adequately evaluate the evidentiary record.”

At the close of the adjudication of Contention 15, Petitioners orally moved that the Board

permit the excluded exhibits to be entered into evidence and followed it up with a written motion

on December 27, 2013, requesting that the Board allow the excluded exhibits into evidence

because their expert, Arnold Gundersen, relied on the excluded exhibits in his testimony.

Petitioners further contended, as they previously had argued, that all exhibits which had been

excluded were disclosed approximately six months previous to the adjudication when they were

identified in their expert witness’ prefiled testimony.

The Licensing Board in a February 4, 2014 “Order (Adopting Transcript Corrections,

Denying Intervenors’ Post-Hearing Motion for Admission for Excluded Exhibits, and Closing

the Record)” in which it stated that the exhibits “would not add anything of significance to the

record. . . . [and] are not essential to the Board’s evaluation of the evidentiary record,” and denied

the request. 

In closing argument on October 31, 2013, Petitioners repeatedly pointed to places

in the prefiled direct examination testimony (INTS 068, pp 24-37) of their expert, Arnold

Gundersen, where Gundersen relied on the excluded exhibits as evidence of his conclusions. At

Tr. pp. 650-651, for example, Petitioners discuss Exh. INTS 037, a 2010 internal DTE slide show
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on the last slide of which contains the damning (to DTE) statement that "If we could wind the

clock back, establish a formal Quality Assurance Program much earlier, implement a

procurement procedure before the first contract is issued, do not document procedural

requirements until they are already complete.” Gundersen held this up as proof that DTE

“recognized that its lack of a QA program had created organizational chaos.” Exh. INTS at 35. 

Exhibit INTS 038, cited by Gundersen at 4/30 p. 25, is a critical internal DTE email

admission by a DTE witness that a QA audit could be “sidestepped.” Exhibit INTS 041, also

discussed in closing (10/31 Tr. 655), is an internal email showing considerable confusion over

whom in DTE’s structure was oversee of QA; Exhibit INTS 044, an email depicting internal

uncertainty at DTE over where to “envelop” quality assurance for Fermi 3, is discussed at 10/31

TR. 655-656. Gundersen mentioned Exh. INTS 039, minutes of a Detroit Edison Combined

License Application Kickoff Meeting (Apr. 4, 2007) to show the uncertainty of location of the

Fermi 3 reactor site and need for site drillings to determine adequacy of geology (Exh. INTS 068

at 26). Exhibit INTS 040, and internal DTE email in October 2007, reinforces the uncertainty of

Fermi 3's site location, Exh. INTS 068 at 26. Gundersen points to INTS 042, an internal email

directed to Peter W. Smith as evidence of DTE’s knowledge that it had primary QA

responsibility, Exh. INTS 068 at 28.

Gundersen cited INTS 045 and INTS 049 to show that “titles in text do not match titles

on Org Chart; no one assigned in QA function.” Exh. INTS 068 at 31, 32. He cited INTS 047, a

DTE-B&V email in March 2008, as proof of his point that “DTE’s QA manager had no

understanding of what types of QA reviews were in his jurisdiction,” and that DTE was actually

asking B&V what type of reviews DTE needs to perform in order to meet COLA requirements.
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Exh. INTS 068 at 34. Gundersen cited INTS 046, an email between Smith and Allen at DTE in

January 2008 to show that “DTE planned a self-executing QA program and had no intention of

hiring QA professionals.”  Exh. INTS 068 at 34. He cited INTS 048 to make the point that

“During the summer of 2009, the NRC issued a series of Emails noting considerable problems

with the QA Program at DTE Fermi 3, but in this August 2009 powerpoint, “at the same time the

NRC identified that Fermi 3 did not have a viable QA program, the August 4, 2009 PowerPoint

prepared by DTE clearly identifies that DTE firmly believed that its QA 2 organization had

authority and responsibility in the COLA process.” Exh. INTS 068 at 35-36.

All of the aforementioned exhibits were from pretrial disclosures by the NRC Staff or

DTE. None of these exhibits were sprung on those parties by surprise. The prefiled Gundersen

testimonies were filed in April and May 2013, months before the adjudication. Even as late-filed,

the exhibits were still filed some 23 days prior to adjudication.

Because no genuine prejudice befell either DTE or the NRC Staff, Petitioners respectfully

maintain that, with their vastly inferior litigation resources, they should have been allowed to

have the benefit of admitting the excluded exhibits into the record to support their expert

witness’ testimony.  The February 4 ruling should be reversed, the exhibits ordered entered into

the record and the ASLB ordered to reconsider its Partial Initial Decision in light of them.

B.  Background of Contention 15

The Fermi 3 COLA proceeding commenced on September 18, 2008 with the submission

of the COLA to the NRC Staff for review. On November 6, 2009, the Petitioners, who had

previously been accorded standing to intervene on other contentions, filed a Supplemental

Petition for Admission of a Newly Discovered Contention (Supplemental Petition), raising this
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quality assurance (QA) contention numbered as Contention 15.  

On June 15, 2010, in its “Order (Ruling on Proposed Contentions 15 and 16)”, LBP-10-

09 pp. 17-18, the Board admitted this reformulated version of the Contention for adjudication:

Contention 15 (including subparts A and B)

Detroit Edison (DTE) failed to comply with Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 to
establish and implement its own quality assurance (QA) program when it entered into a
contract with Black and Veatch (B&V) for the conduct of safety-related combined license
(COL) application activities and to retain overall control of safety-related activities
performed by B&V. This violation began in March 2007 and continued through at least
February 2008.  Further, DTE failed to complete internal audits of QA programmatic
areas implemented for the Fermi 3 COL Application, and DTE also has failed to
document trending of corrective actions to identify recurring conditions adverse to quality
since the beginning of the Fermi Unit 3 project in March 2007.

Contention 15A:

These deficiencies adversely impact the quality of the safety related design
information in the FSAR that is based on B&V’s tests, investigations, or other safety-
related activities.  Because the NRC may base its licensing decision on safety-related
design information in the FSAR only if it has reasonable assurance of the quality of that
information, it may not lawfully issue the COL until the deficiencies have been
adequately corrected by the Applicant, or until the Applicant demonstrates that the
deficiencies do not affect the quality of safety-related design information in the FSAR.

Contention 15B:

Although DTE claims that in February 2008 it adopted a QA program that
conforms to Appendix B, DTE has failed to implement that program in the manner
required to properly oversee the safety-related design activities of B&V. This
demonstrates an ongoing lack of commitment on the part of DTE’s management to
compliance with NRC QA regulations.  The NRC cannot support a finding of reasonable
assurance that the plant, as built, can and will be operated without endangering the public
health and safety until DTE provides satisfactory proof of a fully-implemented QA
program that will govern the design, construction, and operation of Fermi Unit 3 in
conformity with all relevant NRC regulations.

The ASLB interprets Contention 15A to allege (LBP-14-07 at 20) that prior to September

18, 2008, DTE lacked an adequate Fermi 3 QA program for the conduct of safety-related COLA
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activities, that “[a]n adequate QA program is basic to ensuring that a nuclear power plant is

designed and built to the exacting standards needed to provide adequate assurance of safety,” and

“[t]he QA program used to develop design and site characteristics must therefore be robust

enough to ensure all data and design information is reliable and accurate.” 

Moreover, the ASLB ruled that “[t]he program must also include provisions requiring

that the applicant regularly review the status and adequacy. [Appendix B] further mandate[s] that

the program establish measures to assure that conditions ‘adverse to quality’ are promptly

identified and corrected.” Id., quoting from Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-802, 21 NRC 490, 492–93 (1985).  Thus “Contention 15A

maintains that DTE’s QA program was insufficient to enable the Applicant to satisfy those

requirements for safety-related work conducted during the pre-application period. Contention

15B claims that, given DTE’s QA violations and alleged general lack of commitment to

compliance with Appendix B requirements, the NRC may not make the safety findings necessary

to support issuance of the COL until DTE provides satisfactory proof of a fully-implemented QA

program.” LBP-14-07 at 20-21.

As admitted by the Board, Contention 15 included a dispute over whether DTE exercised

proper oversight of its contractor, something the Petitioners continued to dispute in their

response to DTE’s summary disposition motion. The Board concluded that the dispute had not

been fully resolved.  Because Petitioners identified a material issue relevant to Contention 15 that

remained in dispute, the Board accordingly denied DTE’s Motion for Summary Disposition of

Contention 15.

Petitioners had filed Contention 15 because a Staff inspection in August 2009 had result-
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ed in a Notice of Violation (NOV) issued in October 2009 (“2009 NOV”). In the 2009 NOV, the

NRC Staff accused DTE of failing to comply with the QA requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50,

Appendix B.  The alleged violations included: (A) failing to establish and implement a Fermi

Unit 3 QA program between March 2007 (when DTE initially contracted with B&V for the

conduct of COLA QA activities for Fermi Unit 3) and February 2008, and failing to retain

overall control of contracted COLA QA activities as required under Criterion II, “Quality

Assurance Program” of Appendix B, resulting in inadequate control of procurement documents

and ineffective control of contract services performed by B&V for COLA activities; (B) failing

to perform internal audits of QA programmatic areas implemented for Fermi Unit 3 COLA

activities; and (C) failing to document trending of DTE’s corrective action reports.

DTE denied any violation occurred before September 18, 2008 on the ground that it was

not then a COL applicant and thus was not subject to Appendix B requirements.   The NRC Staff2

later agreed with DTE that it could not issue a NOV for actions or omissions before the date on

which DTE submitted the Fermi 3 COLA to the NRC, and withdrew the original Violation A and

substituted a revised Violation A in its revised NOV (the April 2010 NOV).   But the Staff also3

stated that DTE “must demonstrate compliance with Appendix B in order to receive a COL”

from the NRC.  Thus, the NRC Staff made clear that DTE’s compliance with Appendix B

requirements between March 2007 and February 2008, and subsequently, remained relevant to

Exh. DTE000035, "Detroit Edison Reply to Notice of Violation 05200033/2009-201-01, 02, and2

03, dated November 9, 2009 (ADAMS Accession No. ML093160318).

Exh. DTE000086, "NRC Response to Detroit Edison Reply to Notice of Violation 05200033/203

09-201-01, 02, and 03 and Revised Notice of Violation to Detroit Edison Company," dated April 27,
2010.
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the issuance by the NRC of a Combined Operating License (“COL”). 

DTE further disputed Violations B and C of the 2009 NOV. The Staff determined,

however, that those violations remained valid.   In its April 2010 NOV, the Staff reformulated4

those two violations into one new violation (revised Violation B). The Staff’s reply also stated

that DTE’s response to Violations B and C was responsive to the October 2009 NOV, and DTE

was not required to respond further concerning those violations or revised Violation B.

In May 2010, responding to NRC Staff Request for Additional Information No. 26  (“RAI5

26") concerning QA activities prior to submittal of the application in September 2008, DTE

responded  that all Fermi 3 safety-related activities completed or in process prior to September6

18, 2008, were consistent with the requirements of Appendix B, and identified all safety-related

activities performed prior to that date that were related to the Application.  

C.  The Adjudication of Contention 15

The record hearing adjudication of Contention 15 took place on October 30-31, 2013. 

There was considerable disagreement between Petitioners on the one hand, and the NRC

Staff and DTE on the other, as to when DTE was an “applicant,” and at what point responsibility

attached to DTE for quality assurance of the Fermi 3 Licensing Project.  Petitioners showed that

throughout the history of NRC licensing proceedings, and in more than 250 previous license

applications (Part 50 or Part 52), each utility company applicant was responsible to implement a

Id.4

Letter, “Request For Additional Information Letter No. 26 Related To SRP Sections 12.2.2,5

13.6.1, 14.3.2, 14.3.12, and 17.5 for the Fermi 3 COL Application,” ADAMS No. ML100770169.

Exh. DTE000054, "Detroit Edison Company Response to NRC Request for Additional Inform-6

ation Letter No. 26, Related to SRP Section 17.5," dated May 10, 2010, ADAMS No. ML101320254.
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fully functional QA program prior to filing its license application. The NRC Staff confirmed this

fact in testimony at the adjudication of this matter, having heard of no exceptions to that history.

(Hearing transcript, ASLBP No. 09-880-05-COL-BD01, (“Tr.”), p.  622, lines 17-25.

There was testimony that DTE hired Black & Veatch to serve as DTE’s quality assurance

general contractor because of B&V’s work at the River Bend (Louisiana) proposed nuclear plant. 

That plant was canceled at a very early planning stage, but significantly, the first version of its

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) clearly says that Entergy, the utility which was the

applicant for a COLA, was “responsible for the establishment and execution of the quality

assurance program during the design, construction and operations phases of RBS Unit 3,” Exh.

INTS 071, compared to DTE’s argument that Black & Veatch fulfilled that function and

supplanted DTE. 

Evidence at adjudication included a judicial admission by the NRC Staff’s legal counsel

which helped to prove that DTE had no Quality Assurance Program compliant with 10 C.F.R.

Part 50, Appendix B from February 2007 through September 2008:

(Tr.  p. 683, line 10 - p. 684, line 8)

10 JUDGE BARATTA: I say it's your position
11 that they retained responsibility as required by
12 Appendix B even though they did not have a formal
13 full-blown QA Program at the time in question, which
14 is I guess prior to 2008?
15 MS. CARPENTIER [NRC Staff Counsel]: That's correct. It was
16 a limited set of activities. They had not yet staffed
17 their QA positions, so their own senior management was
18 doing that sort of oversight.
19 JUDGE BARATTA: And that's sufficient to
20 satisfy the responsibility?
21 MS. CARPENTIER: For the scale of
22 activities that were taken place, yes.
23 JUDGE BARATTA: Yes. And I believe the
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24 interveners say no? Okay.
25 MS. CARPENTIER: Okay. To continue, the
(Page 684)
1 distinction about how Appendix B applies pre and post
2 licensing is somewhat distinct from this enforcement
3 question. What the applicant was required to do on
4 September 18th, 2008 when they submitted the
5 application was to explain to the NRC what QA Program
6 did apply to design work that occurred pre
7 application. It didn't have its own program. We know
8 that. We've discussed that at length. 

(Emphasis added). 

Petitioners urged at adjudication that as a result of improper establishment and implemen-

tation of a QA program for the Fermi 3 Licensing Project, safety-related information in the Final

Safety Analysis Report (“FSAR”) is unreliable and should not be used to support the licensing

decision because it is based in whole or in part on tests, investigations, or other safety-related

activities performed by Black & Veatch, DTE’s contractor, during the period when DTE had

neither established nor implemented its own Appendix B QA program to govern those activities.

“Ruling on Proposed New Contentions 15 and 16,” slip op., LBP-10-09  p. 15.

DTE responded to the NOV  by saying that the firm was not required to have an Appen-7

dix B program in place during its COLA development prior to COLA submittal. DTE claimed

that it had delegated its QA responsibilities to its consulting contractor Black & Veatch and that

QA responsibilities were divided between two different Black & Veatch divisions with respon-

sibility for the QA program given to one while DTE delegated all the Fermi 3 Licensing Project

Engineering to a separate division.  

D.  QA Program Invisibility Within DTE

 Response designated as INTS 010.7
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The period during which DTE claims it was not an “applicant” from February 15, 2007 to

September 18, 2008 encompasses many planning activities as well as geological boring for core

samples to determine where at the existing Fermi site to locate the foundation for Fermi 3.  

Petitioners’ expert witness Arnold Gundersen testified that “confusion and lack of

organizational control reigned within Detroit Edison for years prior to the COLA submittal and

to this day. These early QA problems are the root cause of the current site characterization issues

that continue to plague the ‘Fermi 3 Licensing Project.’”Exh. INTS 068 p. 8 (direct examina-

tion).  Gundersen opined that DTE QA efforts from 2007-2009 were “inadequate,” “do not

follow the statutory authority of the Code of Federal Regulations,” and “it is implausible that the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board would be able to assure the public that it has reached the

requisite conclusion of ‘adequate confidence’” that Fermi 3 will satisfactorily perform its service

function.  Id. at pp. 9-10.

When the Fermi 3 Licensing Project was commenced in 2007, there was no firm decision

as to which reactor type (ABWR or ESBWR) would be built, nor the location of that new reactor

at the existing Fermi complex in southeastern Michigan.   Exh. INTS 068 p. 26. According to

Petitioners’ expert, the apparent object to be accomplished by commencing geological assess- 

ment drilling under auspices of Fermi 2 was to avoid quality assurance oversight by Fermi 3

Licensing Project QA staff of B&V. Exh. INTS 068 p. 26.  Gundersen learned from company

records that during the April 2007 construction of monitoring wells for hydrology investigation

and core boring activities for geotechnical data collection at the proposed Fermi 3 site, the QA

program for the adjacent Fermi Unit 2 power plant for access, work control, and contractor

oversight was followed for site work on Fermi 3.  Exh. INTS 068 p. 10. This posed a QA
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problem because apparently there was no knowledge or approval by any DTE personnel

managing the Fermi 3 project, nor by any personnel connected with or managing the Fermi 3

project via Black & Veatch, including the B&V-provided Owner’s Engineer (OE).  Exh. INTS

068  p. 11.  

Gundersen also found that a “combination of a separate unapproved corporate entity

(Fermi 2) and two non-nuclear vendors with non-nuclear QA programs were used to satisfy the

nuclear QA commitments required to provide essential seismic and structural information for the

licensing process applied to the COLA.”  Exh. INTS 068 p. 12.

Gundersen identified considerable correspondence within DTE and between DTE and

B&V personnel circa 2007 and 2008 which show that DTE management knew the company was

primary in overseeing QA for the Fermi 3 Licensing Project, Exh. INTS 068 pp. 16-18. But he

also discovered that one goal of the Fermi 3 Licensing Project was to have a “self-executing” QA

plan, something disfavored by the NRC.  Id. p. 28. DTE’s Quality Assurance Program

Description (“QAPD”), published in February 2008, did not appear, as described, on DTE’s

organizational chart.  Id. pp. 31-34.  The chart showed a position for a Nuclear QA Oversight

Quality Assurance Program. This title was not addressed in the QAPD, and according to the key

in the chart, the entire organization had yet to be hired in 2008. Furthermore, the QAPD stated

that on a daily basis the Nuclear QA Oversight Quality Assurance Program was to report to the

Manager of the Nuclear Development Program, whose first responsibility was Project Schedule

Development & Coordination. According to the organizational chart, no independent reporting

relationship existed between QA and higher levels of DTE management.  Exh. INTS 068, p. 34. 

Gundersen testified that an email between two DTE managers, Smith and Allen, in January 2008
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made it “clear that DTE planned a self-executing QA program and had no intention of hiring QA

professionals.” Id. p. 35.  

Even after the QAPD was published in February 2008, DTE management still did not

understand its organizational responsibilities concerning quality assurance oversight.  Incredibly,

a DTE executive asked in January 2008 what type of reviews DTE needed to perform in order to

meet COLA requirements: 

I am still trying to get a good handle on what type's [sic]of QA reviews I need to
be doing. I would like to come down to KC very soon to look at your QA program, talk to
a few folks, and get a better understanding of my role, along with an improved
understanding of the overall project. I also would like to get a copy of your schedule for
any upcoming QA Audits, Surveillance or any other type of reviews your QA group is
involved with that directly or indirectly impacts our DTE COLA preparation. I would also
very much like to be on an Audit Team, with your QA group sometime in the near future
if we can arrange it. Please advise and thanks. Jim Werner-Fermi 3 QAM
 

Exh. INTS 068 pp. 34-35.  Gundersen commented that “This is yet another example of DTE’s

expectancy of a self-executing QA program being driven by B&V. Furthermore, the DTE QA

manager’s role should be determined by the QAPD, and not via interviews with B&V

personnel.”  Id. p. 36. 

DTE itself concurred that its QA program was poorly-managed.   In response to the

NRC’s 2009 Notice of Violation, DTE assembled a powerpoint slide presentation in September

2010 in which DTE lamented:

If we could wind the clock back:
 – Establish a formal Quality Assurance program much earlier 
– Implement a procurement procedure before the first contract is issued 
– Do not document procedural requirements until they are already complete.

 Exh. INTS 068 p. 35 (direct examination testimony of Arnold Gundersen).  

At the adjudication, the NRC staff improbably claimed to have no knowledge that DTE
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had delegated its Quality Assurance responsibilities to Black & Veatch until after the NOV was

written.  DTE put the agency on notice in 2007 of the delegation.  Indeed, DTE told the NRC8

that “Black & Veatch has overall responsibility for preparation of the Fermi COLA and B&V

and its principal subcontractors will be governed by Black & Veatch QA requirements.” Id. 

One 2009 Staff perception of Fermi 3 QA practices is rather telling.  In an internal NRC

email (Exh. INTS 002) dated June 10, 2009, NRC reactor operation engineer Mark Tonacci

noted to Aida Rivera-Verona that DTE had no quality assurance program in place for design and

engineering:

They do not have a Fermi QA program for design – that is why they did not send
it to you. They decide if the work is safety related and if it is send it to Black and Veatch
and use the B&V program. The actual mechanics I believe have changed several times
over the past 2 yrs via different contracts they had in place that invoke proposals with cost
information embedded in them. 

Petitioners’ expert Gundersen concluded that there was no Detroit Edison Fermi 3 QA program

in place in 2009 for making the determination of which items were safety-related, and which

were not, in order to refer safety-related work to B&V in mid-2009.  Exh. INTS 007 at 11. This

conclusion, based on documentary evidence, was not mentioned at all by the ASLB in its fact-

finding. 

At closing argument in 2013, DTE’s counsel tried to evade the import of the slack 2007-

08 arrangements between DTE and B&V: 

(Tr. p. 698, line 5 - p. 699, line 5)

5 JUDGE BARATTA: I'm a little concerned
6 about the way you're throwing around the word

Exh. DTE000047, “Voluntary Response to RIS 2007-08: Plans for the Submittal of8

a Combined License Application for the DTE Energy Fermi Site.,” id. 
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7 "responsibility" there, because the Appendix B really
8 says the applicant may delegate to others such as
9 contractors, agents or consultants the work of
10 establishing and executing a Quality Assurance
11 Program, not the responsibility.
12 MR. TYSON SMITH: I'm sorry, I did
13 misspoke. We delegated the work, not the
14 responsibility.
15 JUDGE BARATTA: And I'll also refer to
16 your rebuttal statement position, because you made the
17 same error there in that you stated that - delegated
18 to Black and Veatch the responsibility for
19 establishing and executing a QA Program. And this is
20 on - I think it's page 10 of your rebuttal statement.
21 And then go on to say DTE retained overall
22 responsibility of the program.
23 MR. TYSON SMITH: Well, I have no reason
24 to doubt that that's what that says, and that's
25 certainly a misstatement. It should be delegated
699
1 the --
2 JUDGE BARATTA: Authority.
3 MR. TYSON SMITH: -- authority to perform
4 that work, not the responsibility. That's clearly not
5 what we intended and not what we did. 

(Emphasis added).

But the lead NRC Staff witness maintained that DTE could have things both ways:

(Tr. p. 594, lines 2 - 15)

2 JUDGE BARATTA: Then how did they maintain
3 responsibility?
4 MR. LIPSCOMB: How did they maintain their
5 responsibility?
6 JUDGE BARATTA: To ensure to meet 2.20 of
7 NQA-1.
8 MR. LIPSCOMB: They contractually had
9 Black and Veatch do that for them through the Black
10 and Veatch --
11 JUDGE BARATTA: Can you delegate
12 responsibility, yes or no, in a QA Program?
13 MR. LIPSCOMB: They -- they delegated
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14 meeting the Appendix B requirements to their
15 contractor. They maintained their responsibility. 

(Tr. P. 611, lines 11-23)

11 JUDGE BARATTA: Okay. And I guess I still
12 haven't seen in your documents, other than in
13 reference to the Black and Veatch Michigan office,
14 which is still not DTE, where they kept this sense of
15 responsibility which is required under any -- I don't
16 care how you try to meet QA, but it's required.
17 That's one of the fundamental tenets, if you like.
18 And I think you [sic], is that correct, that
19 it's a basic tenet that whoever is having the work
20 done has to have responsibility for ensuring the
21 quality of that work?
22 MR. LIPSCOMB: DTE had responsibility for
23 ensuring that the requirements were met. 

(Emphasis added).

But witness Lipscomb also stoutly and inconsistently maintained (Tr. p. 605, lines 17 -

18) that “the applicant is not an applicant until they apply,” and that (Tr. p. 591, lines 11 - 13)

“Detroit Edison is not required to have a Quality Assurance Program in place prior to the date of

their application” (a position which the Chair of the ASLB found to be “very, very troubling,” id.

line 15, but one which Lipscomb repeated ).  Lipscomb responded at another point (Tr. p. 593,9

lines 8 - 9) “they were not required to have a Quality Assurance Program in place” and that (Tr.

p. 604, lines 1 - 3) “the umbrella of the Appendix B Program doesn't have to be in place prior to

 Tr. p. 610: 15 MR. LIPSCOMB: Well, I think it's9

16 important to -- to understand the distinctions between
17 a QA Program and making sure that all the safety
18 related activities met regulatory requirements. And
19 if the -- Detroit Edison is -- is not required to have
20 a Quality Assurance Program in place prior to the date
21 of their application... 
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that application.” But Lipscomb further contradicted himself when he testified, “Well, Appendix

B applies pre- and post-application.”  Tr. p. 606, lines 3-4.  And he agreed, repeatedly, that the

NRC Staff is not required to approve Black & Veatch’s QA program, because B&V was a

contractor to DTE and DTE is the regulated entity. Tr. p. 623, lines 7-8, 16-18, 24-25; p. 624,

lines 6-11. 

It was not until 2009 that DTE performed the required QA audit of Black & Veatch. LBP-

14-07 at 37.  Thus despite the claims that DTE “retained responsibility,” the critical safety-

related work product of Black & Veatch as the designated contractor for QA was not contempor-

aneously verified by the Appendix B principal. Without a fully-functional Appendix B program

at DTE at the time, nor a DTE audit of B&V’s efforts throughout the seminal 2007-2008

benchmarking period, it is difficult to understand the ASLB’s basis for concluding that there is

“reasonable assurance” that the Fermi 3 work meets necessarily-stringent nuclear quality

assurance criteria for the construction of safety-related facilities which would be physical

components of Fermi 3.  10

III.  Argument

A.  DTE’s Dearth of ‘Retained Responsibility’

The ASLB ruled (LBP-14-07 at 29) that because “DTE could delegate to its contractor

the work of establishing and executing the QA program for site characterization activities, pro-

vided that the contractor had a QA program that satisfied Appendix B requirements and DTE

retained responsibility for the program,” the “question whether DTE did in fact retain

DTE agreed that the subsurface investigations were safety related or supported10

safety related information.  LBP-14-07 at 31, citing DTE’s Smith testimony.
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responsibility is the factual issue in dispute with respect to Contention 15A.” The ASLB, albeit

employing somewhat different reasoning from that advanced by Petitioners, commendably

concluded that DTE was, from 2007 forward, the “applicant” for a COLA (LBP-14-07 at 38),

and that from 2007 forward, “Appendix B permits DTE to delegate the work of establishing and

executing the QA program, provided that it retained responsibility for the program.” 

The ASLB then reasoned (LBP-14-07 at 38) that, “Accordingly, the factual dispute that

the Board must resolve is whether DTE in fact retained responsibility for the QA program during

the pre-application period.” Nowhere does the ASLB define the scope of “responsibility” DTE

was expected to retain. And the Board omitted to take notice of prefiled testimony and testimony

at the hearing which persuasively suggest that DTE did not “retain responsibility.” 

Petitioners have earlier in this Petition republished judicial admissions from DTE and

NRC Staff counsel concluding that DTE supposedly did not have to have a QA program in place

during the pre-application period.  These admissions are battlefield conversions containing

qualifiers. They are further undermined by the determined efforts of the Staff’s principal witness,

George Lipscomb, to convince the ASLB that at one and the same time, DTE was and was not

responsible for QA, and that it did and did not have to have an identifiable QA effort in place

during the relevant time period. 

Petitioners’expert witness, Arnold Gundersen, cited considerable evidence that there was

no discernible DTE QA program in place at any level of staffing during the 2007-08 period; or

that there was one which did not comply with Appendix B; or that there was poor institutional

understanding on DTE’s part of the role of QA in the Fermi 3 project planning.

For example, while the ASLB noted at ¶ 7 of its “Findings of Fact” (LBP-14-07 at 31)
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that “DTE agrees that the subsurface investigations were safety related or supported safety

related information,” the panel ignored Gundersen’s testimony that “after the geotechnical work

had already begun in April 2007, Black & Veatch attempted to backfill the certifications of their

non-nuclear contractors.” According to the undisputed facts from the NOV, in June 2007, B&V

Nuclear QA conducted a pre-work surveillance to evaluate its contactor, GEOVision’s, work

activities associated with seismic testing and data collection, and a pre-work surveillance to

evaluate ARM Geophysics’ work activities associated with geotechnical testing of soil and

bedrock. Exh. INTS 068 at 11-12 (Gundersen prefiled direct testimony).  B&V concluded that its

contractors’ work was acceptable, but it still would be two years before DTE would get around to

discharging its QA responsibility concerning this critical foundational analysis. 

Gundersen also attested in his prefiled direct examination (Exh. INTS 068 at 18, direct

testimony) to “a three-month long gap from April 2009 through June 20, 2009 during which

Detroit Edison admits that it had no personnel in charge of Quality Assurance. The lack of any

Detroit Edison personnel assigned to the Fermi Unit 3 design and engineering process, makes

any and all quality assurance work performed during this three-month period suspect as well as

not in compliance with federal law.” He also attested to the fact that in its DTE May 10, 2010

RAI responses to the Staff, DTE acknowledged that for a 13-month period between March of

2008 and April of 2009 the Quality Assurance Department actually reported directly to the

Director of Nuclear Development, and from April 2009 to June 2009 QA reported to no one in

any chain of command. He commented (Exh. INTS 068 at 20), “It appears that NEI criteria are

violated when the QA function reports to the Director of Nuclear Projects. . . . This reporting

relationship does not provide the Quality Assurance function with adequate functional separation
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to assure the clear separation and independence between QA and other line functions within the

Fermi 3 organization.” 

Gundersen also testified about a specific intention by a DTE executive, Peter Smith, a

witness at adjudication, to evade QA oversight. According to Gundersen, a March 22, 2007 email

stated that “Peter thinks he can sidestep the QA audit as we have NUPIC audits, ASME audits

and other utility audits he can use in helping his QA dept comfort level.” Exh. INTS 068, pp. 25-

26.     

Gundersen also testified about a slideshow presented by DTE in 2010 in response to the

NRC’s Notice of Violation. In that September 13, 2010 powerpoint presentation, DTE

recognized that its lack of a QA program had created organizational chaos. The last slide said, “If

we could wind the clock back: – Establish a formal Quality Assurance program much earlier –

Implement a procurement procedure before the first contract is issued – Do not document

procedural requirements until they are already complete.”  Exh. INTS 068 at 35 (Gundersen

direct testimony).

The Board noted, but attributed surprisingly little significance to, evidence that the

alternative QA management structure it blessed had, in fact, not worked. At LBP-14-07 at 37, ¶

28, the Board observes that “DTE did not dispute revised Violation A, acknowledging that it

‘failed to sufficiently document a review of the Black & Veatch, Overland Park, Kansas (B&V)

10 CFR 50 Appendix B QA program, which would typically include the basis for qualifying the

B&V QA program, thereby assuring that B&V was qualified to perform safety-related Fermi 3

COL activities.’” Despite its finding that theoretically QA could be properly managed during the

pre-application period in 2007-08 by means of a contractor with a qualifying QA plan, the Board
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ignored proof that it didn’t work out for the Fermi 3 Licensing project. DTE got around to

reviewing the paperwork to qualify the B&V’s 2008 working arrangements and work product

only in 2009, when DTE had finally established some in-house functioning QA staff.

In sum, there was little to no cognizable QA management conducted by DTE for Fermi 3

throughout the pre-application period.  DTE’s admitted cluelessness about the state of B&V’s

QA program, see above, simply does not square with this part of the ASLB’s ruling:

DTE retained responsibility for the QA program by requiring by contract that
B&V have a QA program that satisfied Appendix B requirements and that would be
applied to the safety-related COLA activities; reviewing the prior audit of B&V’s QA
program by NUPIC; providing oversight of B&V activities onsite and through the use of
an owner’s engineer to oversee the B&V QA effort on Fermi 3; and not receiving any
work product from B&V until DTE had its own Appendix B QA program in place to
govern the receipt, review, and acceptance of safety-related COLA work product. Thus,
DTE retained responsibility for the work product during the pre-application period.

LBP-14-07 at 39. Merely having a contract that says the contractor will have a QA program that

satisfies Appendix B is insufficient.  NRC quality assurance regulations at 10 C.F.R. Part 50,

Apx. B, II, require that “The applicant shall regularly review the status and adequacy of the

quality assurance program.” From this, it is obvious that DTE may not contract away all of its

direct responsibility.  In the face of an incoherent, occasionally-unstaffed QA program, where the

executive staff on at least one occasion had to ask B&V for advice on how to conduct an

assessment of QA performance, the Licensing Board did not hold DTE to its burden of proof.

The ASLB asserted in LBP-14-07 at 24 at that “Where the meaning of a regulation is clear, the

regulatory language is conclusive, and the Board may not disregard the letter of the regulation; it

must enforce the regulation as written.” Id. at 24-25, citing Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co.

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1), LBP-95-17, 42 NRC 137, 145 (1995), rev’d on other

grounds, CLI-96-13, 44 NRC 315 (1996).  
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B.  DTE’s Failure to Obtain a 10 C.F.R. § 50.12 Exemption

The ASLB’s conclusion that DTE was not required to have an in-house Appendix B QA

program throughout the pre-application period opened the door for the unprecedented contractual

outsourcing described above. It is so unprecedented, however, that it should have been the

subject of a formal exemption. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the US nuclear industry, through its trade

organization NEI (Nuclear Energy Institute), have worked very closely to develop and agree upon

a template for nuclear COLA licensees. This NRC/NEI standard template, on which the Fermi 3

Quality Assurance Program Description (“QAPD”) is based, derives from NEI-06-14A, “Quality

Assurance Program Description,” that has been established for use by COL applicants as a means

to implement the applicable requirements and industry standards for QA programs. The NEI

template, like the Fermi 3 QAPD, is based on the standards of NQA-1-1994. The NRC Staff has

endorsed the NEI template.   The template supports Petitioners’ perspective of QA in the pre-11

application period, that an in-house capability must be staffed by DTE employees and operable.

Applicants using the template must conform with the NRC’s regulatory guidance by

committing to the applicable regulatory guides or by providing an alternative (or exception)

which must be reviewed and approved by the NRC Staff.  

Petitioners’ expert, Arnold Gundersen, noted in a declaration on the “Fermi 3 Licensing

Project” dated December 8, 2009 (Exh. INTS 007) that Detroit Edison’s decision to subcontract

The NRC-endorsed QAPD template was initially released in May 2008 as NEI-06-14A,11

Revision 5 (ADAMS Accession No. ML081350560) (Exh. DTE000089). The NRC approved
version of NEI-06-14A, Revision 7, was issued by NEI in August 2010 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML102370305) (Exh. DTE000091).
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its Quality Assurance function was a deviation from the NEI template wherein the NRC was not

notified. This deviation from the NEI template was significant, and it added to the confusion

within the Fermi 3 project organization. When it was finally identified by the NRC in mid-2009,

this problem triggered the Notice of Violation (NOV), Exh. INTS 001. DTE has never sought,

nor attained, an exemption from the applicability of the NEI’s QAPD template, NEI-06-14A,

Rev. 5.  The formal procedure for attaining an exemption is enumerated in 10 C.F.R. § 50.12.   12

DTE has never been called to account for any “special circumstances” to justify a departure from

the rule; it simply made its QA contractual arrangements. Granting of an exemption requires the

presence of exceptional circumstances. Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power

Station, Unit 1), CLI-84-8, 19 NRC 1154, 1156 n.3 (1984).  Arguably, there were no such

circumstances here, and by short-circuiting the process by simply contracting out and daring the

NRC to do something about it, DTE also effectively cut the public out of any Hobbs Act review,

§ 50.12 Specific exemptions.12

(a) The Commission may, upon application by any interested person or upon its own initiative,
grant exemptions from the requirements of the regulations of this part, which are--

(1) Authorized by law, will not present an undue risk to the public health and safety, and are
consistent with the common defense and security.(2) The Commission will not consider granting an
exemption unless special circumstances are present. Special circumstances are present whenever--

(i) Application of the regulation in the particular circumstances conflicts with other rules
or requirements of the Commission; or

(ii) Application of the regulation in the particular circumstances would not serve the
underlying purpose of the rule or is not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule; or

(iii) Compliance would result in undue hardship or other costs that are significantly in
excess of those contemplated when the regulation was adopted, or that are significantly in excess of those
incurred by others similarly situated; or

(iv) The exemption would result in benefit to the public health and safety that compen-
sates for any decrease in safety that may result from the grant of the exemption; or

(v) The exemption would provide only temporary relief from the applicable regulation
and the licensee or applicant has made good faith efforts to comply with the regulation; or

(vi) There is present any other material circumstance not considered when the regulation
was adopted for which it would be in the public interest to grant an exemption. If such condition is relied
on exclusively for satisfying paragraph (a)(2) of this section, the exemption may not be granted until the
Executive Director for Operations has consulted with the Commission.
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were the exemption formally granted. Such review is available in at least the Sixth and District of

Columbia circuit courts, where a challenge involving Fermi might be taken.  See Kelley v. Selin,

42 F.3d 1501 (6th Cir. 1995);  Shoreham-Wading River Cent. School Dist. v. NRC, 931 F.2d 102

(D.C. Cir. 1991).

C. Conclusion:  The Absence of “Reasonable Assurance”

The effect of a pattern of QA violations is not necessarily to show that particular safety-

related information is false, but, as the Appeal Board stated in the Diablo Canyon licensing

proceeding, to erode the confidence the NRC can reasonably have in, and create substantial

uncertainty about the quality of, the work that is tainted by the alleged QA violations. Pac. Gas &

Elec. Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-763, 19 NRC 571, 576

(1984). Although “reasonable assurance” is not equal to “beyond a reasonable doubt,” North

Anna Envtl. Coal. v. NRC, 533 F.2d 655, 667-68 (D.C. Cir. 1976), the “touchstone” of

reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety is “compliance with the

Commission’s regulations.” Amergen Energy Co., LLC (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

Station), LBP-07-17, 66 N.R.C. 327, 340 (2007).   

If there is evidence “sufficient to raise legitimate doubt as to whether the plant can be

operated safely,” a ruling in favor of the applicant may be denied. Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-756, 18 NRC 1340, 1344-1345

(1983). This standard applies also to an applicant's design quality assurance program. Pacific Gas

& Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-775, 19 NRC 1361,

1366 (1984), aff'd sub. nom. San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287 (D.C.

Cir. 1984), aff'd on reh'g en banc, 789 F.2d 26, 29 (1986) (2,000,000 expert engineering hours
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expended on remediating quality assurance deficiencies at Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant to

provide “adequate confidence” the plant could withstand a serious earthquake following

discovery that blueprints had been reversed during reactor design and construction).

Although DTE as the applicant “may delegate to others, such as contractors, agents, or

consultants, the work of establishing and executing the quality assurance program, or any part

thereof,” in the end DTE must “retain responsibility for the quality assurance program.” 10

C.F.R. Part 50, App. B(I). In addition, 

The persons and organizations performing quality assurance functions shall have
sufficient authority and organizational freedom to identify quality problems; to initiate,
recommend, or provide solutions; and to verify implementation of solutions. The persons
and organizations performing quality assurance functions shall report to a management
level so that the required authority and organizational freedom, including sufficient
independence from cost and schedule when opposed to safety considerations, are
provided.

*** *** ***

Irrespective of the organizational structure, the individual(s) assigned the
responsibility for assuring effective execution of any portion of the quality assurance
program at any location where activities subject to this appendix are being performed,
shall have direct access to the levels of management necessary to perform this function.

Id., ¶ I. 

While the details are murky, it is undeniable that DTE delegated its QA function,

wholesale, to B&V during the 2007-2008 time period and that at certain points during that

stretch, there were no staff quality assurance professionals whatsoever at DTE.  For the ASLB to

conclude in the face of considerable evidence that there were no egregious errors in the COLA or

the design work performed pursuant to it, is specious. The claim is completely unsupported

because of the absence - sometimes entire, other times sparing - of any responsible oversight by

QA professionals at DTE.  It is also notable that the NRC Staff has no regulatory control over
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quality assurance services performed by DTE’s contractors, but only over DTE itself.

The array of evidence against a finding of reasonable assurance is daunting. From the

confusion within DTE of the company’s role in QA, inconsistent organization chart status, the

unsupervised determination of features deemed safety-significant by B&V, down to the

recriminations of the September 2010 slideshow and the failure by a longtime nuclear utility to

recognize QA’s importance in the planning of one of the most complicated technologies on earth

- all of this warrants reversal of the ASLB’s decision. The public can believe in the regularity and

reliability of various material and abstract parts of a power plant construction project only

because of the presence of a competently-run QA program as the source of that credence.

Admiral Hyman Rickover, the legendary founder of the nuclear Navy, was a fierce

advocate of nuclear safety and quality assurance.  He held that the notion of “responsibility” is

conceptually unique: 

Responsibility is a unique concept. . . . You may share it with others, but your
portion is not diminished. You may delegate it, but it is still with you. . . . If responsibility
is rightfully yours, no evasion, or ignorance or passing the blame can shift the burden to
someone else. Unless you can point your finger at the man who is responsible when
something goes wrong, then you have never had anyone really responsible.13

Petitioners’ evidence is “sufficient to raise legitimate doubt as to whether the plant can be

operated safely,” and consequently, a ruling in their favor is warranted.  Pacific Gas & Electric

Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-756, 18 NRC 1340, 1344-1345

(1983).  There being no “reasonable assurance” that ongoing quality assurance efforts for Fermi

3 are anything but hopelessly tainted by the Fermi 3 Licensing Project’s process, it is incumbent

http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/337667-responsibility-is-a-unique-concept-you-may-share-it13

-with
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upon the Commission to reverse the Licensing Board’s Partial Initial Decision as to Contention

15.
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Fax (419) 255-7552
Tjlodge50@yahoo.com
Counsel for Petitioners
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